Encounters in predator-prey systems: a simple discrete model.
Predator-prey systems are often described by exploitation models. These models can mimic experimental data very accurately, but it is sometimes difficult to realize the relationships between the models and the behavior of individual predator and prey animals. A simple discrete model is proposed here that tries to elucidate the connections between: the animals' movements, the predator/prey encounters; and the dynamics in the system as globally represented by the exploitation models. In these models, the term "area of discovery" plays an essential role. This term is shown to be a predictable coefficient that is composed of measurable physical properties of the analyzed predator-prey system. The model takes into account that predators and prey in experimental systems often do not search randomly but prefer some parts of the test area. The model is applied to the mite system Phytoseiulus persimilis/Tetranychus urticae under simple artificial conditions.